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Is there anything that would benefit you more than those 4 projects?

27

34

Advertising for sponsors. In our WordCamp [city redacted] theme we have a big problem with the sponsors, the

126,228,460

sidebars widgets banners have a link tothe sponsor Post Type and they as to link directly to their site or promo site,
that was very very problematic to solve, so what we do?, crapy solution, copy all html code generated by the theme and
paste into a text widget with different link.
The theme solve all event necesities but not at all sponsors necesities and they are key feature of a WordCamp.

Friday, May 22nd
4:20AM

ie: they ask sometimes to be inside the emails, would like to have more than one banner, what to sponsor a talk or
session or track.

126,192,055

It would be nice to create ticket reports using different filter in addition to the whole report.

For the WordCamp [city redacted] themes I am building, I'm lucky to have great designers to work with and I would
126,191,663

love to be able to build their designs as complete themes and submit them for inclusion in the WordCamp repo so that
other organizers can use them. The needs of an event website are so different than a blog, having a few custom
themes that are built just for this purpose would be a great base for everyone to be able to use.

126,188,212

Can't think of anything.

126,186,828

The ability to add custom PHP (page templates, custom widgets, whatever...) a la WordPress VIP. We don't need more
themes, just the ability to do custom code in the current themes.

126,132,441

no

126,111,002

Better email marketing capabilities and analytics on attendees. The ability to trigger transactional emails to attendees
based on purchase, discount codes, etc.

126,108,338

It was not mentioned, but typically its the functionality, not the design that becomes the biggest issue, and it wasn't
addressed here at all. The registration and ticketing systems were bad, and the ability to communicate clearly through
automated emails was really bad. The ability to use external resources was banned. THIS was the primary reason we
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Wednesday, May 20th
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Wednesday, May 20th
11:22AM

had huge struggles during the process of getting our site and event going properly.

126,107,826

Nope, it's been a while since I've done anything on a WordCamp site so it's tough to say.

126,074,200

Have some more dev-centric options. Cowboy-Coding on a live site is no good practice. E.g. some easy way to clone the
site for a local install.

126,050,952

Ability to add javascript

126,046,771

As mentioned, stop limited organizers who are responsible to build out WordCamp sites. Allow them to build using the
tools they want.

126,042,686

Support for unique themes and/or child themes, instead of being locked into a limited selection.

126,036,412

Custom themes.
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Locking and revisioning the Jetpack CSS.
125,787,222

Ability to better edit footer and make additional widget fields.

Tuesday, May 12th
7:06PM

I had phases where I felt a bit lost setting up the site and I also was afraid to "break things". The Vagrant setup of the

125,623,227

meta environment that Ian Dunn provides via Github made it much easier. It would have been great to know of that from
the very beginning on.
A workflow chart that explains how you develop the site from the initial newsletter form over creating your own styling,
adding organizers, sponsors, speakers and finally tickets would be great. (Including shared data such as the speakers

Friday, May 15th
1:00AM

show up when you set up sessions.)

Thursday, May 14th

125,578,433

Child themes :)

125,069,945

A quick and simple way to give feedback when building wordcamp sites so that we can collect pain points as they
happen.

Thursday, May 7th

124,952,191

The cloning project, coupled with a better CSS editing experience, would be the best solution by far. Being able to clone
any existing WordCamp site and then edit the CSS easily (via SVN) would be the 100% best solution for us.

Wednesday, May 6th

124,948,373

-

124,946,273

Better forms. Embedding Google forms for speakers, volunteers, sponsors, etc. is lame. It would be slick to have a real
form building option on the site where users could purchase their tickets, be given dynamic options, auto-register on the
site, etc.

124,934,515

Nope

124,930,935

Ability to upload/import files/templates.

124,927,100

Documentation would be very helpful, however some veterans may overlook it since they've been here before. Some
may not realize new feature(s) have been added since the last time they configured a site.

124,927,062

Some kind of version control for multiple theme editors. Or a way to keep a copy of the theme tweaks in Github.

124,925,887

Nope, those projects hit my problem spots.

124,925,624

More customization of themes and use of jQuery
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